
Managing BEE in a global 
pandemic



Global Pandemic – Coronavirus (Covid 19)

• A pneumonia of unknown cause detected in Wuhan, China was first
reported to the WHO Country Office in China on 31 December 2019.

• The outbreak was declared a Public Health Emergency of International
Concern on 30 January 2020.

• On 11 February 2020, WHO announced a name for the new
coronavirus disease: COVID-19 because it was discovered in 2019.

• Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses which may cause respiratory
infections ranging from the common cold to more severe diseases such
as;
• Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and
• Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).

• The South African president announced a National State of Disaster on
the 15th March 2020.



South African Macro Impact

• The South African National State of Disaster has included;

• Societal behaviour changes;
• Nonphysical greetings;
• Washing hands;
• Restricting touching mouth, nose and eyes;
• Social distancing.

• Self-isolation if symptoms appear.

• Port closures and travel restrictions including cancelled visas

• School Closures

• Closure of Public Pools, Parks and Nature Reserves.

• Cancellation of any group events over 100 people.

• Cancellation of sporting, religious and other events



Macro Economic Concern

• One person’s spending is another person’s income. That, in a single 
sentence, is what the $87 trillion global economy is.

• What is so deeply worrying about the potential economic ripple 
effects of the virus is that it requires this perpetual motion machine 
to come to a near-complete stop across large chunks of the economy, 
for an indeterminate period of time.

• No modern economy has experienced anything quite like this. We 
simply don’t know how the economic machine will respond to the 
damage that is starting to occur, nor how hard or easy it will be to 
turn it back on again.



Economic Impact on Chinese Economy



US Economic Analysis and Forecasts

• Much of the world are on the verge of a tremendous shrinkage in consumption spending, which in turn will 
mean less economic output and lower incomes among the people who provide those services.

• US government statistical tables show economic sectors worth $2.1 trillion per year, 14 % of consumption 
spending that appear to be entering a near shutdown;

• $478 billion on airfare, train fare;
• $586 billion on tickets to sports events, gambling losses in a casino;
• $1.02 trillion on restaurant meals, hotel stays;

• So what might such a collapse in spending in those major categories mean for the other side of the ledger, 
incomes?

• That revenue from those sectors goes a lot of places. It pays employees for their labor directly. It goes to 
suppliers. It pays taxes that finance the police and schoolteachers, rent that rewards property owners, and 
profits that accrue to investors. 

• According to the New York Times, all of those flows of cash are in danger as consumption spending plunges.



Risk to BEE Strategy and Programmes 

• Potential Revenue Reduction
• Down-sizing workforce

• Shared services risk
• BEE management risk

• Employment Equity Targets
• Executive management decisions without

consideration of
• EE impact;
• Succession Plan;
• Skills Plan.

• Procurement expenditure reduction
• Changing historic spend trend making it hard 

to forecast PP score.
• Reducing small business spend;
• Reducing 
• Potential for suppliers to reduce in BEE Level 

in 2021.

• Potential for micro and small suppliers to 
close.

• Potential for highly geared (younger)
suppliers to close.

• Potential Budget Cuts
• Skills Development

• Development Programme Budget Cuts.
• Potentially reduced NPAT

• Lower contributions may impact programmes
• Potential losses

• Application of Indicative Profit Margins could 
change target spend



Competitive risk timeframe

• The National State of Disaster will impact
on economic activity for a minimum of 3
months from March to May.

• The BEE impact of any business decisions
will impact on competitiveness in 2021 and
2022.

• There is no way to compensate for drops
in BEE level unless the YES Programme is
initiated but a Measured Entity cannot
qualify for YES if they have dropped in
BEE Level.

• Members will be commercially impacted
for 12 months if their BEE Level drops.

January 
2020

January 
2021

Measurement Period

National State 
of Disaster

Audit Certification Validity Period

January 
2022



B-BBEE Scorecard Points Risk

B-BBEE Scorecard 
Element

Sub-element Risk to BEE claims

Ownership Net Value • Lower equity value reducing Net Value 
• Less Dividends limiting loan repayments

Management Control Senior Management • Highest salaries targeted may be EAP priorities

Middle Management • Restructure reducing number of Middle Managers changing 
score

Junior Management • Reduction in number of Junior Management changing score

Skills Development Skills Expenditure • Budget limitations reduce claims

Bursaries • Budget limitation reduce claims

Learnerships, Apprenticeships, Internships • Budget limitations reduce claims

Enterprise and Supplier 
Development

Preferential Procurement • Supply chain restructures introduce risk to forecast points.

Supplier Development • Reduced budget

Enterprise Development • Reduced budget

Socio-economic 
Development

• Reduced budget



BEE Manager Responsibility

• Inform Leadership
• Provide leadership with information on scorecard impact of changes to budget.
• Provide input on any downsize decisions.

• Scorecard Analytics
• Secure information on any changes planned and being made to the business.
• Model the impact on the score based on the information.
• Provide Leadership with intelligence on scorecard impact.
• Include a competitor analysis to show Leadership what commercial impact any drop 

in BEE Level may have.
• Allow the Leadership team to make informed decisions.
• Its not the BEE Managers job to try to maintain a BEE Level or make budget decisions 

but it is a critical role to enable informed decisions.


